Propp’s 31 Functions

0 initial situation > α
1 a person absents self from home > β
2 interdiction addressed to hero > γ
3 interdiction violated > δ
4 villain attempts reconnaissance > ε
5 villain gets information > ζ
6 villain attempts deception > η
7 victim submits to deception > θ
8 villain causes harm > Α
8a family member lacks or desires > α
9 lack or desire made known > B
10 counteraction decided > C
11 hero leaves home > ↑
12 hero is tested > D
13 hero reacts to donor > E
14 hero gets magical agent > F
15 hero led to subject of search > G
16 hero and villain in combat > H
17 hero is branded > J
18 villain is defeated > I
19 initial lack liquidated > K
20 hero returns > ↓
21 hero is pursued > Pr
22 rescue from pursuit > Rs
23 hero arrives unrecognized > o
24 false hero presents unfounded claims > L
25 difficult task proposed > M
26 task resolved > N
27 hero recognized > Q
28 false hero / villain exposed > Ex
29 hero given new appearance > T
30 villain punished > U
31 hero married and ascends throne - W
-unclear elements designated by X
-trebling of motifs noted by three dots

For Propp, the structure of the fairy tale is as follows:
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